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Socrates  was the gadfly of the Athenians, the philosopher who wrote nothing, the friend who 

didn't turn up for dinner because he was standing thinking  in the street. The Athenians were 

either afraid of him or else vastly irritated by him - he was executed in  399 B.C. at  the age of 

seventy. The philosophers from Plato and Aristotle onwards were dominated  by his thinking  

and by his example ('the unexamined life is not worth living', he said). And his friends loved 

him they found  him funny, eccentric and finally admirable. He has been, perhaps, all things 

to men. Was he the villain of the Athenians, Aristophanes' charlatan, Xenophon's hero, Plato's 

philosopher or Alcibiades' beloved? Or was he just a sophist?  Which is the 'right' picture - 

comedy  or tragedy, philosophy or sophistry? 

Plato's Apology gives us a version of what  happened  at Socrates' trail.  By the time Apology 

was written,  'Socratic' works (both  defence and attack) were high fashion - so we need  a  

historical  record  here. The  Apology is drama, not history. Plato  gives us a representation of 

Socrates defending himself; and, as with tragedy, we are constantly aware of what  the outcome is 

to be. So dramatic irony forces us to reflect carefully on the nature, the grounds and the effect 

of what Socrates  says. 

 

Law-court drama as philosophy 

But  this is neither  Perry Mason  nor  LA  Law, nor  just the description of the trial speech. 

Socrates' defence is theoretical and indirect; he claims to offer truth  backed  by know ledge - 

both  completely  different in kind from  the run-of the-mill defence. Think, for example, about  

Socrates' strategy  in  the  Apology  - it  combines   the  banal  with  the outrageous. We may 

expect a defendant to complain that his opponents claim  to tell the truth, but  that in fact 

they have not; and to insist that he will tell the whole truth  (and nothing   but  the  truth).   But  

we  hardly  expect  the  same defendant to produce  as incontrovertible witness the  jury 

themselves or the god at Delphi  or his divine sign; nor  to justify his defence by explaining  that  

since he is the  wisest man in Athens, he must be right. What would you feel if you were a member  

of that jury? You might be puzzled, or even irritated, but  certainly  provoked  to  wonder how  

anyone could  construct a defence on such a  peculiar  basis.  Like wise, the reader  of the  

Apology, already  aware  that  Socrates'  defence will fail, is forced  to reflect on why it does, 

and on how it compares with the sort of speeches we might expect in court (forensic oratory). 

That  comparison. makes  us think,  not  so  much  about particular guilt or innocence,  but about  

general questions  about the nature  of truth,  the nature  of argument and  the nature of the 

best life. The Apology is a philosophical drama. If  the  drama   encourages the  reader  to  

imagine  himself hearing  this defence, and so reinforces the forensic setting, the philosophy 

undermines that  setting  by challenging  the very basis of truth, evidence, knowledge and 

justification. It thus invites us to ask what truth is, and how both sides can claim to tell it; and 

to wonder what constitutes knowing the truth, especially if Socrates, the wisest man in Athens, 

confesses  that   he  knows  nothing. So  the  setting  of  the Apology itself poses a problem, not 

just about  the tragic downfall  of an extraordinary character, but about the underlying  

philosophical issues of any forensic  encounter, about truth  and  knowledge  - in such  a  way 

that  we are forced to ask ourselves whether we know (or know nothing) and what we think  the 

truth  is. 

Socrates complains that his defence will be hard because he has been slandered for so long. People 

like Aristophanes have been saying for years that Socrates ‘is some kind of wise man, a thinker about 



the heavens and in inquirer into things below the earth, who makes the worse argument the better’. 

This  slander   bas  encouraged  the  Athenians  to believe that Socrates is an atheist (or at least a 

heretic) and a corrupter of the young; and it is on the basis of this ancient calumny that  Meletus 

has now brought the charge that Socrates 'does  wrong  by  corrupting the  young  and  not 

believing in the gods of the city but in other new-fangled divinities'. 

Of course, Aristophanes' Clouds gives just a  picture  of Socrates. This Socrates is a charlatan 

scientist, who argues that   there  are  no  gods  but  the  clouds.  His  argument, however, has 

some philosophical credentials: if to posit the clouds  as divinities is sufficient to explain all the 

things we do  not  understand, what  need for further, extra  divinities which  explain   nothing 

at  all?  Socrates   here  invokes  a principle  that  later  came to be known  as Ockham's razor 

(Entia non sunt multip/icanda praeter necessitatem, 'entities are not to be multiplied  beyond  

necessity') - a principle of economy in the postulating of entities_ This Socrates is also a 

forensic  hooligan, who teaches how  to  make  the worse argument the better.  Strepsiades,  

overcome  by debts,  goes to the house  of Socrates to learn  how  to win in court,  no matter 

what. His lesson turns against Strepsiades in the end, and against Socrates himself, who house 

gets burned down. The moral  of this story is that making the worse argument better  never 

really helps; but the irony, for the Apology, is that  we already  know  that  Socrates will be 

convicted. 

 

Wisest in ignorance 

Or   perhaps   this  dramatic irony   is  a  part   of  Socrates' defence. He is convicted,  despite his 

apology  - so we infer that he does not use forensic sleight of hand. The drama of the Apology 

suggests that Socrates is no fast-talking lawyer. But  in the  litigious  society  of fifth-century 

Athens,  there were  teachers  of  just  that  skill  - the  sophists. Socrates' defence, which costs 

him his life, is to show how he cannot be classified as a sophist, so that  the case against  him 

must collapse. But he makes that defence as the price of his own life, and in doing so he embodies 

his own view of what really matters - life without  philosophy is not worth  living. 

Who  were the sophists? Their  names may  be familiar Protagoras, Prodicus,  Hippias,  

Gorgias  and  others.  They were teachers of rhetoric and forensic oratory who travell ed around 

Greece,  often  in a cohort; and  they  made  a great deal  of  money  into  the bargain.  Now  if 

they  claimed  to teach  forensic  oratory, then  a  measure  of  their  success would be the 

success of their pupils. But that would be just when the pupils win in court. If success was crucial  

for the sophists to earn their living, then it is hardly surprising that they should  teach their 

students how to make the worse the argument the better,  or how to make  a weak case  prevail 

over a stronger; only thus would they justify their high fees. 

There  are,  perhaps, two ways of going about this business. One, reasonably enough, would be 

for the sophists to teach rhetorical skills- how to persuade a jury of the worth of one's case. 

And  that, certainly,  is one of the things that they did teach - the art  of persuasion. So 

sophists taught clever arguments designed simply to win, eristic arguments. But they also 

approached the problem  from a philosophical,   rather   than   a  rhetorical,  point   of  view.  

For   they proffered  theoretical arguments to show that every (meaningful)  proposition  is  

true.  In   that   case,  any  sophistic defence must be right, and all sophists must win their cases in 

court.  

Now  Socrates  was  thought  to  be  a  sophist; but   his Apology repudiates the connection. For 

Socrates' approach to truth  and  knowledge could not have been less sophistic. At  the  

beginning  of Plato's Protagoras, Hippocrates and Socrates   seek   out   Protagoras,  because   

Hippocrates   is anxious   to  learn  wisdom  from  the  sophist.   'Who', Socrates  asks,  'do  you  



wish  to  become  (at  the  sophist's hands)?' This question, which introduces a classic Platonic 

argument  about  the teaching  of skills, reflects a deep  rift between the sophistic approach to 

knowledge and  learning and  Socrates'. The  sophists  are  interested   in  results,  in getting  paid  

and  being  famous. Socrates,  by contrast,  is concerned  all the time for the effect on a man's  

soul (or his character, or his personality)  of what he does and what he learns. Socrates  prefers  

the inner  life of the  mind  to  the outer  life of  politics; he wants  to  understand who  he  is 

·rather  than to score a triumph in court, to know rather than to win. 

 

The worst thing of all, on Socrates' view, is for a man to think  he knows, when he does not - 

and  yet that  seeming knowledge is what the sophists purvey (according to Socrates). They offer 

certainty and a claim to expertise and knowledge.  Socrates,  by contrast, only  offers ignorance ..... 

the only thing he is sure of is that  he knows nothing,  and teaches nothing -and on those 

ground he rebuts the charge against him of teaching the young to despise the city's gods. And  yet 

the god at Delphi says that  Socrates  is the wisest man in Athens. If that is so, then everyone 

else in Athens is not  only ignorant, like Socrates,  but  worse - ignorant  of their  ignorance. So 

if we ask  who we will become  at  the hands of the sophists, the answer, in Socratic terms, must 

be that  we will become an (even more) ignorant person- the only hope we have of improving  

ourselves is to submit  to the  agonies  of  a  Socratic   argument, and  thus  come  to recognise 

that  we too know nothing. 

Introspection v. politics 

What  is a Socratic  argument?  How does Socrates' method of  philosophy  work?  As  far   as  

we  know   from   Plato, Socrates   went  around   Athens  conducting elenctic  arguments  on  the  

unfortunate people  he  met.  This  Socratic elenchus operates by persuading the interlocutor to 

come up with a series of assumptions, or premises, which he believes to be true. Socrates' 

argument is then designed to show how these premises conflict with each other, cannot sensibly 

be held together. So the conclusion of the argument is negative, not positive- that the premises are 

inconsistent. The effect of the arguments is to produce  the numbing  sense of dizzy aporia -

impasse, self-conscious muddle, in the interlocutor. 

It becomes  obvious  that  the interlocutor does  not  know what he is talking about. How   is  

this  apparently  negative  - and   indisputably irritating - procedure  any better than  the eristic 

debates of the sophists? Socrates concludes, from the fact that the elenchus repeatedly shows the 

interlocutors to be mistaken, that no-one in Athens knows what they are talking about - even 

although they  think  they do.  But  Socrates  is better than them, for he does not even think  he 

knows - so he is the wisest man in Athens. Why?  

His ignorance, as both his conduct  of the elenchus and his defence against  his prosecutors make 

clear, is self-conscious. And this is a crucial feature of his wisdom. To realise that you know 

nothing is to come as close as you can to knowing yourself. That, for Socrates, is the first or even 

the only thing we must do. To be happy, then, we should  lead an introspective life, and pay no 

attention to the snares and the  seductions of public life. Winning .in  court  - as  his conduct  of 

his own case shows - is insignificant compared to  the intellectual  life of inquiry  and  

philosophical argument. 'The  unexamined  life is not worth living' - Socrates' maxim advocates 

self-absorption and introspection instead of the political life, and tells us that the supreme value 

is the health of the soul. 

The sophistic view is quite different. For the life of a man, as Protagoras conceives it, is crucially 

engaged  in politics. Man is made to live in communities by nature - or at least by providence - 

and man's values and  his happiness derive precisely  from  civic life. Outside  the  state  there  

are  no values, because values are relative to the state; so man can only  be safe - let alone  



happy - within  the confines  of a community. Here,  then,  Socrates  and  the  sophists   meet 

head on. 

 

Socratic philosophy bad for city life? 

Think about two features  of the sophistic position. Firstly, they suppose that knowing is just a 

matter of getting hold of as  many  truths as  possible  (not  difficult, if everything  is true). So 

being a 'knower' is episodic  and  piecemeal, it is accumulating truths one after the other, with 

no account of how  they  may  be connected. Secondly,  their  account of 'how best to live' is 

piecemeal and episodic in the same way - being happy is winning, being successful (here, of 

course, they trade on traditional features of Greek ethics), grabbing as many good things- 

whether they be victories, or money, or other valuables-as possible. The good life, then, is not a 

coherent whole, but an indefinite accumulation of desirable things. 

But this second feature  of their 'philosophy' reveals their vulnerability-and that of their 

disciples. For if being happy depends  on my acquiring good things (which are not immediately  

in my control) then I will fail when the goods dry up. Suppose that my best life is the life that 

contains the most possible chocolate biscuits for me to eat. And then suppose  that  the 

chocolate biscuit  factory  is closed  by a strike. My chances of happiness are destroyed, and 

there is nothing   I can  do  about   it.  The  sophistic   equation  of happiness  with episodes of 

success is vulnerable to misfortune in exactly the same way. 

Socrates' account   of  'how  best  to  live' repudiates the sophistic view. Remember  Achilles' 

choice- the traditional heroic account of how  best to live, by preferring  a short glorious life 

to a long boring one. At Apology 29c Socrates appears to have no choices left. Still he imagines 

the same choice for himself- a long boring life without  philosophy, or  a philosophical life, the 

examined  life? He chooses,  of course, the examined life, even if it is about  to be ended. For 

happiness  is the coherent life where you  know  yourself - and  not  a collection  of goods,  

whether  they be chocolate biscuits or motor cars of just money. In that case, the best life of 

philosophy amount to the same thing; and Socrates choice is justified. 

The choice between the sophists and Socrates, then, boils down to a choice between win (no matter 

what that involves) and know thyself, between merely getting what you think you want at a particular 

moment and being who are you. And this is how Socrates answers the real charge against him, that he 

is a sophist – the internal Socratic life of the soul is diametrically opposed to sophistic values. 

 

That leaves us with the question whether Socrates corrupted the young. Were the Athenians right to 

execute him?  

There is the philosopher’s answer to that question: Socrates challenged traditional values by attacking 

the coherence of traditional views of happiness. Surely to look at the status and consistency of our 

ethical views can never corrupt, but only promote the health of civic morality? Reason, that is, is 

always on the side of the angels.  

The politician’s answer to the question, however, looks rather different. Socrates’ espousal of the 

introspective life is unashamedly private; he must advocate a life of detachment from civic concerns 

and indifference to civic values. How far can we justify this quietist political stance? How far does 

Socrates’ rationalist approach to personal happiness ignore the obligations of normal civic life? If 

those obligations matter – no matter how vulnerable they make us to misfortune = then Socrates’ 

approach undermines them. And in that case, maybe he did corrupt the young.  
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